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Abstract Acute-onset OCD and/or tics in children, known by
the term Pediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorders
Associated with Streptococcus (PANDAS), has been a focus
of pediatric developmental and psychiatric research for nearly
three decades. Studies have suggested that this condition
results from molecular mimicry, in which anti-basal ganglia
antibodies target brain proteins. While the pathogenesis of this
condition is still widely debated, the clinical phenotype has
shown consistent features and evidence that the dramatic
symptoms cause substantial impairment in the child and in
family functioning.
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Introduction

Pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorder associated
with streptococcus (PANDAS) is a proposed subtype of
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and/or tic disorders
characterized by an abrupt, dramatic pattern of episodic or
saw-tooth symptoms, with the initial episode occurring acute-
ly or “overnight.” Over a period of 24 to 48 hours, parents of
children with PANDAS report their child as experiencing
OCD and/or tics, as well as cognitive decline and behavioral
regression, including attention difficulties, deterioration in

handwriting and other fine-motor skills, nighttime fears, and
occasionally psychosis. Frequent urination and choreiform
movements have also been reported. A parent describing their
child as “a changed child” is not uncommon. While the exact
cause of this phenotype has not been established, the most
frequently reported association has been a group-A strepto-
coccal (GAS) infection. This review provides an update of the
recent literature published on PANDAS.

PANDAS Iterations

Since Swedo and colleagues proposed the initial PANDAS
criteria [1], the validity of the PANDAS diagnosis has been a
subject of controversy in the medical professional community
[2, 3]. After a group of researchers familiar with PANDAS
presented data on youth with these neuropsychiatric symp-
toms, the term pediatric acute-onset neuropsychiatric
syndrome (PANS) was established by one group [4••]; while
another proposed childhood acute neuropsychiatric symptoms
(CANS) [5••], with both disorders requiring an abrupt onset of
neuropsychiatric symptoms in a pediatric patient. As temporal
relationships to GAS infections are often difficult to establish,
these proposals allow for the possibility that other pathogens,
as well as other medical conditions, may be involved in the
pathophysiology of this abrupt neuropsychiatric presentation.
Therefore, neither the PANS nor CANS diagnosis is contin-
gent upon a criterion of temporal association with a GAS
infection. In addition, the PANS criteria differs from that of
PANDAS in that the former notes that the child could present
with acute-onset severely restricted food intake. Both PANS
and CANS should be viewed as appropriate steps toward the
iterative process to better define this acute neuropsychiatric
presentation. However, neither approach proposes how to
address presentations that are on the ‘spectrum’ of symptoms
and severity. For example, the CANS proposal outlines a
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comprehensive diagnostic assessment, but it is not clear which
tests are needed for a specific symptom or severity level. In
contrast with PANDAS, both approaches have de-emphasized
tics as a core presenting symptom.

PANDAS Characteristics

Research has continued to aim to solidify the clinical charac-
teristics of a patient with PANDAS. In addition to OCD and
tics, hyperactivity, inattention, psychosis, separation anxiety,
behavioral regression, nighttime fears and rituals, decline in
school performance, sensory issues, and oppositional behav-
iors all continue to be reported as prevalent in PANDAS [1, 6,
7••]. Additionally, elevated GAS titers are observed [1, 7••, 8,
9], as well as improvement in symptoms while on antibiotics
[1, 7••, 10]. Family history also plays a role, as high rates of
maternal autoimmunity [11] or family members with OCD/
tics or other neurological disturbances have been reported [12,
13]. Environmental factors also appear to be important, as
significant variations in presentations have been found among
youth with PANDAS and their identical siblings [14]. Simi-
larly, in two siblings with PANDAS, one child exhibited tics
and the other child had tics and comorbid OCD, and both
presentations were associated with a GAS infection [15].
Regarding the timing of other common symptoms, such as
hyperactivity, urinary urgency, impulsivity, handwriting dete-
rioration, separation anxiety, and declining school perfor-
mance, these often occur during the initial PANDAS episode
[6]. Later episodes have been characterized by worsening
inattention, mood lability, bedtime fears and rituals, and op-
positional behaviors [6].

Comparisons between PANDAS OCD and non-PANDAS
OCD have been investigated, and clinical differentiations are
being established. In particular, attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) symptoms and psychosis have been found
to be more common in youth with PANDAS OCD than in
peers with non-PANDAS OCD [6, 7••]. Findings regarding
the prevalence of separation anxiety in PANDAS versus non-
PANDASOCD are mixed [6, 7••]. Youth with PANDAS have
beenmore likely to exhibit a dramatic onset of symptoms with
definite remissions, a history of tonsillectomies and/or
adenoidectomies, evidence of GAS infection, and clumsiness
[7••]. Total tics and vocal tics have been found to be more
severe in children with PANDAS [6, 7••] (see Table 1 for
symptoms reported in the PANDAS phenotype).
Neurocognitive functioning in PANDAS has also been inves-
tigated and significant impairment in visuospatial recall has
been observed [16]. Although all youth demonstrated average
to above-average performances in tests of academic achieve-
ment and recognition memory, elevations in anti-streptolysin
O (ASO) titers correlated with poor performance on immedi-
ate and delayed visual-spatial memory, as well as fine motor

speed tests. Youth with PANDAS have also been found to
have poor response accuracy in a test of attention and sup-
pression compared to healthy controls [17], a finding consis-
tent with the prevalence of ADHD symptoms found in youth
with PANDAS [1, 6, 7••]. However, the course of PANDAS
OCD is the primary distinguishing feature from “classical”
OCD, as both phenotypes share significant overlap.

PANDAS Etiology

Infectious Triggers

While much debate continues surrounding PANDAS, strong
evidence exists for the role of infection in precipitating the
symptoms of tics and OCD observed in these patients. In
1965, Langlois and Force described the clinical presentation
of a 6-year-old patient who developed tic symptoms after
recurrent infections, which were subsequently treated with
antibiotics [18]. More recent studies by other groups, includ-
ing Swedo in the initial characterization of the PANDAS
phenotype, have presented evidence for an association of
GAS infection and symptom exacerbation. In Swedo’s case
series, GAS infection and/or exposure were found to be the
inciting trigger for symptom onset and/or exacerbation [1].
Another study prospectively examining children with tics or
OCD found that those with an episodic presentation of OCD
and tic symptoms were more likely to have chronically ele-
vated streptococcal titers compared to patients with remitting
or stable symptoms [9]. Positive findings regarding a correla-
tion between titer levels and OCD severity [9], as well as with
tic severity [19, 20], have been found. Although not always
found [21–23], patients with Tourette syndrome (TS) have
been observed to have higher levels of ASO and/or anti-
DNase B titers compared to controls [24•, 25]. Despite the
positive findings of these studies, others have reported no
correlation between GAS infection and OCD/tic
symptomology [26–29]. Notably, while no correlation be-
tween OCD and/or tic exacerbation and GAS infection was
found [28], youth with tics or OCD had been found to have
more GAS infections per year than healthy controls [24•, 28].
In addition, an increase in the incidence of tics has been
reported as occurring in temporal proximity to an outbreak
of streptococcus in a pediatric clinic [30]. PANDAS symptom
severity and recurrence of episodes has also been correlated
with the number of past GAS infections [10]. Notably, patients
with OCD or tics have been more likely than healthy controls
to have had a GAS infection within the three months prior to
onset of symptoms [8].

GAS infection occurrence and correlation with OCD and/
or tic exacerbations continues to be investigated [24•, 26–29].
In most of these longitudinal studies, neither a greater occur-
rence of GAS infections, nor GAS-related clinical
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exacerbations were found in children with OCD and/or tics.
However, despite these studies being performed at multiple
centers, the potential variation of PANDAS cases and inter-
rater reliability were never addressed; in one studymany in the
PANDAS group were treated with antibiotics by their primary
care providers [27]. Many of these prospective studies appear
to feature more of a tic-dominant phenotype rather than an
acute-onset OCD phenotype. Additionally, many studies may
not correctly examine the temporal association to GAS infec-
tion, or the duration between infection and/or exposure, and
symptoms onset. Therefore, the generalizability of these re-
sults is questionable, and appears to presume that all future
flares will be GAS-related. However, not all symptom flares,
especially tic-related, are likely to have GAS as the only
trigger. This has been demonstrated in Sydenham’s chorea
(SC) [31], a prototypical infection-triggered disease that
served as the original diagnostic model for PANDAS [32].
Also, until reliable biological markers to differentiate
PANDAS from non-PANDAS presentations have been
established, it is also possible that some children in the ‘non-
PANDAS’ groups will flare with GAS or other infections.

Different presentations of GAS infections, exposures by
family members, and infections at sites other than the pharynx
need further study. A GAS pharyngitis diagnosis can be
missed in preschool children, as their symptoms often include
gastroenteritis as well as less tonsillar exudates and cervical
adenopathy than is observed in school-aged children [33].
Asymptomatic carriers of GAS must also be considered, as
up to 20 % of school-aged children are asymptomatic GAS
carriers, and 25 % of family members of a child with GAS are
actually asymptomatic carriers [34]. Regarding streptococcus
at other sites, a recent case report documented perianal strep-
tococcal dermatitis as the precipitating factor to a PANS initial
episode and/or exacerbation in three children [35]. Interest-
ingly, two of these children had a history of pharyngeal
streptococcal infections, and research has suggested that

pharyngeal strains of GAS can migrate to other areas of the
body [36, 37].

Infectious triggers other than GAS have also been consid-
ered. For example, preceding upper respiratory infections
(URI) have also been correlated with tic severity [38], and
viral infections have been reported as preceding acute-onset
OCD and tics in children [39]. In adults, cases of new-onset
tics after a URI have been reported [40]. Mycoplasma pneu-
monia, the bacteria associated with “walking pneumonia,” has
been implicated in the development of neurologic sequelae
[41]. Patients with TS have been found to have higher myco-
plasma pneumonia titers and are more likely to be immuno-
globulin (Ig) A positive compared to controls [42]. Cases of
tic exacerbations following a mycoplasma pneumonia infec-
tion have also been reported [20]. Due to symptomatic overlap
between PANDAS and Lyme disease, a recent literature re-
view attempted to juxtapose the two conditions [43]. Notably,
Lyme disease has been reported in the medical history of those
with OCD [44], and also in a child with Tourette syndrome,
who experienced partial symptom alleviation after eradication
of Borrelia burgdoferi [45]. However, the issue of neuropsy-
chiatric symptoms secondary to Lyme disease is not without
controversy, and further research is needed on the role of
Lyme disease in youth with PANDAS.

Autoimmune Implications

Autoimmune reactions have been proposed to be at the center
of PANDAS pathology. Immune abnormalities have been
frequently observed in PANDAS patients [46–48], including
findings analogous to those seen in SC, such as evidence of
GAS-mediated anti-neuronal autoantibodies, dopamine recep-
tor autoantibodies, and basal ganglia pathology [49, 50].
Three putative antibodies that have been implicated in SC,
including N-acetyl-beta-D-glucosamine (a streptococcal
group-A carbohydrate antigen), tubulin, and dopamine 2

Table 1 PANS Phenotype
PANDAS Characteristics Swedo et al. 1998 [1]

N=50

Bernstein et al. 2010 [6]

N=21

Murphy et al. 2012 [7••]

N=41

Male prevalence 72 % 67 % 68 %

OCD 86 % 100 % 88 %

Tics 80 % 33 % 81 %

ADHD 40 % 78 % 61 %

Affectivity instability 66 % 84 % 59 %

Psychosis 0 % 0 % 12 %

Separation anxiety 46 % 74 % 29 %

Enuresis 12 % 42 % 24 %

Choreiform 50 % 42 % 78 %

Frequent urination - 26 % 42 %

Handwriting deterioration 36 % 61 % 29 %
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receptor (D2R), are of interest in PANDAS research. Several
groups have reported evidence of these autoantibodies within
the PANDAS population, with additional evidence of reactiv-
ity with basal ganglia neurons [46–48]. Additionally, these
anti-neuronal proteins were found to be specific to the
PANDAS population, as patients with a previous GAS infec-
tion did not demonstrate a significant serological presence of
these autoantibodies [47].

Despite these findings, and strong clinical similarities with
SC, there is still much debate as to the validity of this mech-
anism in PANDAS, as several groups have presented evidence
disputing an autoantibodymediatedmechanism, with findings
of no differences in the level of anti-neuronal or D2R anti-
bodies in the sera of PANDAS patients when compared to
those with Tourette syndrome or control individuals [51–53].
However, these differing observations do not preclude the
possibility of an autoimmune-mediated disease mechanism,
as methodological differences, particularly in patient charac-
terization, often account for a significant level of variability in
study outcomes. While some studies have used PANDAS
cohorts that meet the diagnostic criteria proposed by Swedo,
others have had mixed populations that do not meet PANDAS
criteria, being largely comprised of tic patients without fea-
tures of comorbid OCD [51–53]. Several studies, conducted
in patients with various presentations of tic disorders (both
with and without comorbid OCD), have noted significant
differences in the immunological profiles of these groups;
one study noted differences in cytokine expression in patients
who presented with tics only, compared to those who present-
ed with tics and OCD [54]. Additionally, medication status,
including complementary alternative medicine, and duration
of illness, significantly affect study outcomes, particularly the
comparison of immune profiles and immunological character-
istics. These factors need to be carefully considered when
comparing acute illnesses, like SC and acute disseminated
encephalomyelitis, with chronic illnesses like TS and OCD
and even more chronic presentations of PANDAS.

Nevertheless, other studies have provided strong evidence
of abnormal immunological responses in the PANDAS pop-
ulation, which may suggest a predisposition to autoimmune
reactions to GAS. In a study of tic patients compared to
patients with a previous history of GAS pharyngitis, tic pa-
tients were shown to have a stronger immune response to
GAS antigens, as well as preferential and specific reactions
to GAS antigens, not seen in controls or patients with GAS
pharyngitis [55]. Further evidence for autoimmune reactions
within the PANDAS population may be found in the associ-
ation of TNF-α gene polymorphisms with OCD, a key feature
of PANDAS pathology, which has been shown to increase
susceptibility and define clinical outcomes [56, 57]. A recent
study found TNF-α -308 G/A polymorphism in youth with
PANDAS but not in controls [58]. TNF-α abnormalities in
patients with OCD/tics and an association with symptom

course further support a potential predisposition toward an
autoimmune phenotype, as TNF-α has been repeatedly corre-
lated with autoimmune disorders [59]. In addition to its pro-
inflammatory properties, TNF-α also functions as an immune
regulator and has been shown to control monocyte activation
and Tcell activity [60]. These interactionsmay be important in
explaining the infection-mediated symptom course, as the
inability of monocytes to differentiate into macrophages and
effectively clear bacterial pathogens may lead to chronic in-
flammatory states and autoimmune reactions [61]. A recent
study that investigated immune abnormalities in PANS pa-
tients also demonstrated lower spontaneous production of pro-
inflammatory and counter-regulatory cytokines compared to
controls. In addition, peripheral blood mononuclear cells of
PANS patients produced less pro-inflammatory cytokines than
those of controls [62]. These results support innate immune
dysregulation as a diathesis to infections and/or autoimmune
diseases in individuals with PANDAS [63].

Animal Models

Current PANDAS models have focused on the immune hy-
pothesis of PANDAS by utilizing GAS immunization or
passive transfer of GAS antigens to naïve animals to recreate
the core symptoms seen in PANDAS [64•, 65, 66]. Both
approaches have yielded models displaying behavioral, phar-
macological, neuropathological and immunological pheno-
types seen clinically in PANDAS. Neurophysiological obser-
vations have included basal ganglia pathologies, including
antibody deposition and autoantibodies to neuronal and dopa-
mine receptor proteins; behavioral observations have replicat-
ed the motor dysfunction, evident by deficits in motor coor-
dination, including impaired food manipulation and beam
walking, and compulsions and anxiety-like behaviors, such
as increased induced-grooming, which are central to
PANDAS pathology [64•, 67]. Perhaps the most significant
contribution of these models has been the ability to clearly
delineate a relationship between GAS infection and resultant
pathological outcomes as it is an important step toward un-
derstanding the role of GAS, and resultant autoimmune reac-
tions to GAS infection, in the neuropathology and behavioral
phenotypes observed clinically in PANDAS. A second group
of models have utilized a different approach by targeting the
role of CNS proteins in OCD and/or tic symptomology. These
models help to identify gene targets through the use of genet-
ically modified animals. Models involving deletions of CNS
protein, such as the dopamine receptors (a common target for
GAS-induced autoantibodies), examine the role of these pro-
teins in PANDAS pathology and may help characterize the
underlying mechanism for the autoimmune reactions seen in
PANDAS [68]. In addition to shedding light on the
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pathological mechanism of this disorder, PANDAS models
have also revealed potential targets for therapeutic interven-
t ion, with evidence of at tenuat ion of PANDAS
symptomology, particularly neuropsychiatric and behavioral
symptoms, by IgG depletion and D2R blockers [64•]. In a
mouse model for Sydenham’s chorea, it was found that IgG
from SC and PANDAS with small choreiform movements
exhibited a reaction with D2R in ELISA [67]. Distinguishing
SC from PANDASwas evident in FLAG-taggedD2R, and sera
from both SC and PANDAS induced inhibition of D2R signal-
ing on transfected cells that were comparable to dopamine.
Overall, these results suggest a mechanism by which antibodies
alter the brain and result in movement and neuropsychiatric
disorders. Another study using a rat model of SC found similar
results, in that rats exposed to GAS antigens began displaying
motor symptoms and compulsive behaviors, with symptom
alleviation occurring after haloperidol and paroxetine treatment
[64•]. The GAS exposure resulted in antibody manifestations,
specifically autoantibodies against D1R and D2R, and neuro-
chemical alterations consistent with those that occur in SC.
Calcium/calmodulin dependent protein kinase II elevations
were also found [64•], and have been found in the sera of
patients with SC and other neuropsychiatric disorders [69].
These models are an important tool in understanding the etiol-
ogy and pathological mechanism of PANDAS, as well as
uncovering targets of therapeutic intervention.

Varieties in Presentation

Cases of PANDAS with comorbid Kleine-Levin syndrome
[70], and hyperimmunogloblin D syndrome [71] have been
recently reported. Conversion disorder [72] has also been
noted. Clinically, it is not uncommon to see an akathisia
presentation in children with suspected PANDAS, manifested
by the child complaining of needing to move their arms and
legs, with the movements subsequently labeled as a conver-
sion disorder. Interestingly, cases of GAS-triggered anorexia
with symptom remittance following antibiotic therapy have
been reported [73–75]. Food restrictive behaviors have been
noted in youth with PANDAS [6], and anorexia is a common
comorbidity in OCD [76]. In addition, acute-onset stuttering
has been reported after a documented GAS infection [14, 77].

Case Vignette

The patient is a 4-year-old girl who presented with acute-onset
OCD and vocal tics that developed in temporal proximity to a
URI. Her history is significant for two prior episodes, each
lasting approximately two weeks, in which she exhibited mild
motor tics that did not cause significant impairment. These
episodes occurred 12 months and six months prior to the
evaluation. Her recent episode, which was described as

causing significant impairment, occurred two months prior
to evaluation. One month prior to the episode, the patient
developed a fever and was diagnosed with a URI, for which
she received azithromycin 250 mg daily for five days. One
month later, she began to exhibit new-onset symptoms of
OCD, including reassurance seeking and compulsive hand
washing. New-onset deterioration in handwriting, mild
oppositionality, and vocal tics also emerged. Symptoms of
ADHD, sleep disturbance, separation anxiety, changes in appe-
tite, and sensory issues were denied. Developmental milestones
were within normal limits, and medical history was significant
for frequent URIs and otitis media. At the evaluation, the patient
yielded a positive rapid GAS test and was diagnosed with OCD
and a rule-out of chronic tic disorder. She was prescribed a 10-
day course of azithromycin. At one-month follow-up, the par-
ents reported the patient as exhibiting a rapid response to the
antibiotic, with her symptoms having decreased 70 %. She
exhibited less reassurance seeking and almost no anxiety. No-
tably, her brother had perianal GAS and the patient had been
exposed to GAS pharyngitis by a classmate. She did not exhibit
elevated GAS or mycoplasma titers at this time.

This vignette highlights the frequent observation of micro-
episodes, which are best described as brief, milder episodes that
often spontaneously remit. AsGASwas found by a rapid antigen
test in the absence of a sore throat, this could be coincidental.
However, GAS pharyngitis presentations often differ in
preschool-aged children [33], and the patient’s rapid response
to antibiotics suggests an immune-modulated pathophysiology.
In addition, the effects of GAS exposure by family members are
underscored in this case. The absence of titer elevations in this
child may have been due to her young age [78].

PANDAS Treatment

Surgical interventions, including tonsillectomy and/or
adenoidectomy, have been considered in children with
PANDAS [79–81]. However, a recent study compared GAS
titers, PANDAS classification, and OCD and tic severity in
subjects with OCD and/or tics who had undergone a tonsil-
lectomy and/or adenoidectomy, and those who had not [82].
No significant differences between GAS titers, PANDAS
classification, or symptom severity of surgical and nonsurgical
groups were found. These results provide support that tonsil-
lectomies and/or adenoidectomies do not prevent PANDAS
symptoms and may even increase susceptibility by altering
immune defenses. However, those with clear medical indica-
tions (e.g., obstructive sleep apnea; chronic, treatment-
resistant GAS pharyngitis) should be treated according to
current guidelines for tonsillectomies [83]. A case report noted
that a patient with PANDAS who exhibited chronic GAS
infections underwent a tonsillectomy and at one-year follow-
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up had not experienced infection or PANDAS symptoms
since surgery [79].

Antibiotics have been shown as often resulting in symptom
alleviation in some youth with PANDAS [7••, 10, 84].
Cefdinir has been recently investigated as a potential treatment
for PANDAS, and it was found that youth with PANDASwho
were treated with cefdinir exhibited improvements in tic
symptom severity compared to the group receiving placebo.
Some improvement was also displayed in OCD symptom
severity [85]. A study is currently underway investigating
azithromycin as a PANDAS treatment. Earlier studies have
supported antibiotics during active infection [10, 12], and
mixed results exist regarding efficacy as prophylaxis [84,
86]. Plasmapheresis has been investigated as a potential
PANDAS treatment, with results demonstrating improvement
in OCD symptoms at one-month and 12-month follow-up
[87]. However, due to the limited number of studies, the
plasmapheresis guidelines state that there is “insufficient evi-
dence to support or refute the use of plasmapheresis” in
PANDAS [88]. Due to the medical risks involved with this
treatment, this option is best reserved for those with severe and
impairing symptoms not unlike those seen in autoimmune
encephalitis. Another treatment option includes intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIG), which was found to be superior to
placebo in a randomized clinical trial for youth with PANDAS
[87], and effective in case reports [39, 89]. In contrast, IVIG
was not effective for adult patients with tics [90]. Steroids
have been effective in tic reduction in a case of two youths
with TS [91], but clinical trials are necessary to further inves-
tigate this treatment. A randomized double-blind clinical trial
found fluoxetine therapy augmented with celecoxib, a non-
steroid anti-inflammatory, to be effective in OCD symptom
reduction in adults compared to fluoxetine and placebo [92].

Future Research

There still exists inconsistency in the application of the
PANDAS diagnostic criteria, as noted by the use of single-
point-in-time detection of antibody titers at the upper limit of
normal range, resulting in false-positive PANDAS cases being
unnecessarily treated with antibiotics [93]. However, while
the issue of diagnostic integrity persists, it is difficult to
diagnose appropriately when different iterations of infection-
triggered OCD and tics are in existence and reliable biological
markers are lacking. Notably, the diagnosis of PANDAS,
similar to that of Sydenham’s chorea, is based on clinical data
rather than diagnostic markers. Overall, there is a need for
diagnostic measures, reliable diagnostic biomarkers, and clear
consensus on diagnostic iterations. Theories regarding the
pathogenesis of PANDAS are still in debate; microbes have
been proposed to induce autoantibodies that bind to brain
proteins and affect behavior [65]. However, empirical studies

are needed to further investigate this theory. As illustrated by
recent research, immune-modulatory treatment is an area that
requires further investigation, as well as the development of
clear guidelines on when to implement antibiotic therapy and
which class of antibiotic to use. Overall, the classic PANDAS
phenotype has shown some consistencies across the existing
literature and this presentation is perhaps less controversial.
However, the clinical criteria are likely to undergo additional
iterations as discoveries are made regarding biological
markers, effective treatments, and pathophysiology.
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